Proposal for a World Parliament for the Twenty-first Century – VII. Appendix C

A Few Organizations, Networks, and Institutions That Took Part in the Forum


Institution, Movement, or Initiative
Institution Web site

Abstract of the institution, movement, or initiative 
First name Last name – Position 
personal Web site
Country of origin/residence (of participant)


Please note: Most of the following descriptions were originally written in French and have been translated with the assistance of machine-translation software, then post-edited only to obtain proper grammar and spelling, free of mistranslation. No attempt was made to polish the translation to good, idiomatic English.


Earth Rights Institute
http://www.earthrights.net

Earth Rights Institute is dedicated to securing a culture of peace and justice by establishing dynamic worldwide networks of persons of goodwill and special skill, promoting policies and programs which further democratic rights to common heritage resources, and building ecological communities.
Alanna Hartzok
USA


WPCA World Constitution and Parliament Association
http://www.wcpagren.com

The World Constitution and Parliament Association has developed over the years the Constitution for the Federation of Earth: the model of a constitution for global democratic authorities, of a federalist type, the most complete to date, a product of the inestimable effort of experts and jurists from all over the world. Rob Wheeler wrote a good summary in 5 pages of the Constitution on the list itself at: 
http://www.alliance21.org/forums/arc/world-parl/2003-01/msg00040.html
http://www.alliance21.org/forums/arc/world-parl/2003-01/msg00041.html
Eugenia Almand
USA/India


Qualitative Democracy
http://www.quadem.org

Democracy according to the consensus principle as opposed to the present majority principle, presented for the first time by Hans Werbik in Germany in 1972, developed then by F. G. Haller: every elected representative has a veto right, which always makes it necessary to seek unanimity. Assemblies, constituted at the different scales of territory, from the district to the planet, are made up of professional politicians who are not elected, just as judges are not, but extensively trained in an Independent Political Academy. These assemblies approve or reject unanimously the decisions taken at the lower echelon. 
	Friedrich G. Haller - Active Advocate
Austria/Spain 


World Future Council Initiative 
	http://www.worldfuturecouncil.org/

This is an initiative for the institution of a World Council with the role of ethical and intellectual authority, intended to conduct the planet in its cultural transition from consumerism to the prevalence of the values of citizenship, justice, and respect for life. It will be made up of different types of distinguished persons: wise thinkers, heroes, practical pioneers, and young leaders, accompanied by circles of advisers and it will work in connection with the electronic parliament of the 25000 national parliamentarians whose initiative this is 
(see http://www.earthaction.org/e-parl/index.html).
	Gary Alexander - Member of the Council’s Executive Committee
http://sustainability.open.ac.uk/gary
United Kingdom 


Citizen World
	http://pro.wanadoo.fr/rochou.alelcis/CitizenWorld/CWnews.htm

Citizen World is a webzine in English, French, and Spanish, which hosts news, articles, and other information on world citizenship and world institutions and politics. 
Jean-Claude Rochou - Director 
France


YHAD – You Have A Dream
	http://www.youhaveadream.org

International organization and discussion group, mostly French-speaking. Its aim is to pool thinking on the foundations of a better, more human, and fairer world. It debates proposals, including the idea of a world parliament, and offers, in particular, in-depth thinking on the economy and currency, from which the proposal for a social currency called “Robin” has emerged. 
Jean-Marc Flament
Belgium


International Simultaneous Policy Organization
	http://www.simpol.org
	
Simultaneous Policy (SP) is an instrument to carry out the indispensable transition from a system of international competition to one of global cooperation. By supporting simultaneous policy, governments can thereafter sign all international agreements for the improvement of social and environmental conditions without fearing capital flight, because the actual setting in force will take place only when enough countries supporting SP have signed, thus obliging investors to accept the new conditions. 
John Bunzl - Director
United Kingdom


Toda Institute for Global Peace and Policy Research
http://www.toda.org

Institution based in Honolulu and in Tokyo, dedicated to the dialogue of civilizations for world citizenship. It comprises researchers, lecturers, and partner organizations, working in the following fields: human security and global governance; human rights and global ethics; social justice and economy; cultural identity and global citizenship. 
Mahjid Tehranian - Director
http://www2.hawaii.edu/~majid
Iran/Hawaii


Mouvement CiTerrien
	http://www.citerre.org
	
The Mouvement CiTerrien is a very young humanist and environmentalist movement, and an alterglobalization advocate. Its foundations are Human Rights, Children’s rights, Animal rights, the Earth Charter, and the CiTerrien manifesto. It has reflected for a long time, in conjunction with YHAD, on a proposal for a World Parliament with, among others, a chamber of proposals in which groups of citizens and organizations implementing development and social-and-ecological-improvement projects would be represented. 
	Marie Martin-Pecheux
France


Sociocracy
	http://www.twinoaks.org/clubs/sociocracy

Sociocracy is a method of social organization and of deliberation, developed over the past sixty years, which aims for proper human relations, and which uses cybernetic principles and fractal structures. It also ensures bottom-up and top-down communication thanks to a double link among circles of representativeness. Tasks and functions are always commissioned with a specific deadline. Sociocratic circles are limited to a maximum of 20-25 persons. Eight levels can thus be organized from the home to the entire planet, each of them made up of representatives of the level just below and leaders of the level just above. Sociocracy was developed for the first time in a school environment and has been experimented in a company. A sociocratic company is considered as an organism. 
Marielle Jansen - Active Advocate
Netherlands


The World Parliament Experiment
http://www.tgde.org

The World Parliament Experiment is a simulation on the Internet of active global democracy. Participants can submit petitions on political issues, procedures, or representatives and can vote on them. It is the task of the representatives to make the decisions effective in real life (as for an NGO). The technology of the World Parliament Experiment offers unlimited opportunities to gather proposals supported by individuals and organizations. The system can be applied to local, national, and international democracy, to lobbies, and to private corporations, in short: to any organization with an organized decision-making process. 
Rasmus Tenbergen - Inventor and Managing Director
http://www.rasmus-tenbergen.de
Germany


World Federalist Movement
http://www.wfm.org

The World Federalist Movement is a movement for world peace and democracy with 55 years of experience, based in New York, USA. WFM has close to 40 members and affiliated organizations in the world. It is very famous for its direction of the NGO Coalition for an International Penal Court and for the conference of civil society on the Call of The Hague for Peace. 
Rik Panganiban - Director of Associates
USA


Global People’s Assembly Network 
http://www.acgc.org/GPAM.htm

The Global Peoples Assembly Network (or Movement) is a global coalition of people and organizations which support the establishment of a Global Peoples Assembly or World Parliament. GPAN has organized many local and regional peoples assemblies, primarily in the United States but also in other places around the world. GPAN has held sessions during the World Civil Society Forum. Rob Wheeler is the Coordinator of the Global Peoples Assembly Network. He is also the North American Representative on the Steering Committee of the World Civil Society Forum. He has participated actively in the Alliance for a Responsible, Plural and United World since 1997.
	Rob Wheeler
USA


Supranational Voluntary Democratic Organizations
http://www.alliance21.org/forums/d_read/world-parl/participants/documents/Dittmann.htm

Roger Dittmann, Professor of Physics Emeritus, who represents the World Federation of Scientific Workers at the U.N., active in world movements, defines the proposal of the SVDO as following: “If the Peoples’ Assembly were initially established by NGOs, they could establish criteria for the conversion of NGOs (defined by what they are not) into SVDOs [Supranational Voluntary Democratic Organizations] that would qualify to seat representatives.”
	Roger Dittmann - Advocate
USA


eParliament
http://www.eparliament.org

eParliament is a Web-based platform for peace facing the growing number of armed conflicts in the world, at a moment of history where getting the different parties in conflict to sit around a table can be an impossible task. eParliement is a volunteer project born out of emergency. It advocates using the Internet as a safe, confidential, and cost-effective medium for mediation and negotiation, as well as a way to establish, or even to re-establish democratic culture in regions undergoing armed conflict, democracies in transition, and featuring closed societies. 
	Sichendra Bista - Director
Nepal


Asia Pacific Alliance Network
http://www.allasiapac.org

Coordination of the Alliance for a Responsible, Plural and United World in the Asia Pacific region. Organization of workshops and discussion groups for sustainable development, global governance, responsible journalism, conflict resolution, and cross-cultural dynamics 
	Siddhartha - Coordinator
India

	
World Federalist Association
	http://www.wfa.org

The World Federalist Association, an American Web site, advocates a view of world democracy based on the safeguard of certain common principles of democracy and seeks effective solutions to world problems beyond the temporary demands made by some activist movements. It puts pressure on the U.S. government to pursue war criminals through the International Penal Tribunal, to improve the governance of global environment, to reinforce U.N. peace initiatives, and to democratize the institutions of globalization. 
Tony Fleming – Director of Member Communications
USA


World Government Institute / World Party / World Citizen Network 
	http://www.w-g.jp

A movement to institute a World Parliament with a consultative status, like the European Parliament. The network currently has 33 branches in the world. They are all volunteer members. It is lacking funding to organize an election. The World Government Institute is the theoretical discussion section while the World Party is the action section, which is to put WGI policy into practice. 
	Toshio Suzuki - Director
Japan


World Citizen Foundation
http://www.worldcitizen.org

The World Citizen Foundation developed the World Democracy Campaign and supports several initiatives aiming for multilateral dialogue (governmental and nongovernmental actors) in international politics, which should precede a necessary world democracy. It conducted a campaign for “preventive democracy” in Iraq and now works to offer multilateral-dialogue proposals (governments and citizens) for the management of postwar Iraq. 
Troy Davis - President
France/USA

Troy Davis’s father, Garry Davis, is famous for being the first Citizen of the World and inventor of the "World Passport," which has saved countless lives. He has probably been the best known advocate of a democratic world government. 


Emanzipation Humanum
	http://uuhome.de/global

A Web site for critical thinking on globalization featuring an approach based on individual and collective responsibility, bottom-up globalization, alternative proposals, as well as information on existing alterglobalization movements. 
	Wolgfang Fischer
Germany


